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THE VICTORY



After the defeat of Germany and its European satellites in May 
1945, in the history of World War II, another victory was left in the 
shadow – a victory that was very important for  mankind, and 
especially for the Asia-Pacific region. The war of the Soviet Union 
with Japan became lightning-fast, and determined the future of 
the world,  most of all for - China, Korea and Mongolia.



How did the soviet army manage to 
conceal a large-scale operation and  
conduct it in a matter of days?

And why did japan, which had an 
army of seven-million , capitulate so 
quickly?

The secret springs of the rapidly changing 
politics of the states participating in the 
Second World War and the spectacular 
military response of the USSR - this is a  4-
serial documentary film "The War After the 
Victory."



THE FIRST FILM
The defeat of the Kwantung Army
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The operation of the Soviet troops in Manchuria became the 
largest in this war. It was planned, secretly prepared and 
brilliantly implemented by Marshal of the Soviet Union 
Alexander Vasilevsky. The importance of the operation  was 
indicated by the fact that the actions of the Navy were 
personally led by Fleet Admiral Nikolai Kuznetsov, and the 
actions of the Air Force were led by Marshal of Aviation 
Alexander Novikov. 



THE FIRST FILM
The defeat of the Kwantung Army

We can say that the Manchurian operation was prepared so 
carefully that it was largely won before it began. The actions 
of the Soviet troops were well thought-out, the maneuvers 
were clear, and the attacks were decisive. However, the 
story of the capitulation of the Kwantung Army, to which its 
commander was inclined by a simple Soviet colonel Ivan 
Artemenko, became a complete impromptu. His 
grandfather, the general of the tsarist army Roman 
Kondratenko, was killed, and his father, an officer, was 
shell-shocked and captured during the defense of Port 
Arthur.  Only the third generation in the military was given 
the opportunity to defeat the Japanese...
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The South-Sakhalin operation of the Red Army 
returned the Sakhalin Island to Russia, 
partially lost as a result of the Russo-Japanese 
war in 1905. Up to 1945 Japan owned half of 
it, called Karafuto, and waited only for  the 
right opportunity to capture the island entirely. 
The task of freeing South Sakhalin was difficult 
- the front line was a solid fortified area with a
center in the city of Keton.

THE SECOND FILM
The Battle for Sakhalin



THE SECOND FILM
The Battle for Sakhalin

And success at the most important 
stage was provided via a breakthrough 
by a detachment  under the command 
of Captain Leonid Smirnykh, who 
served for the last 10 years of his life 
in Northern Sakhalin. The war lasted, 
for him, only five days, but they were 
enough to accomplish the feat. 
Captain Smirnyh with his detachment 
made a daring throw to the rear of the 
enemy, largely ensuring the success 
of the operation. All his life he 
dreamed of becoming a hero, but  a 
sniper bullet added to this title the 
word "posthumously.”
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the veterans of the Great Patrio�c War:

THE THIRD FILM
Landing in the Kuriles

The Kurile landing operation has become one of 
the most difficult about the troops interaction. The 
Japanese resisted fanatically, the kamikaze were 
widely used. It was not a coincidence that the 
Soviet losses were so high ... Major Timofey 
Potchtarev, who served the whole war in the Navy,  
lead  the Marines' Consolidated Battalion during 
the Kurile landing operation. His unit fought the 
heaviest fights,  and their role in the victory was 
significant. These naval landing forces have 
become legendary, and the history  of the 
ownership of the Kuril Islands has been heard to 
this day.  But the question is: why did Stalin leave  
the large island of Hokkaido to Japan at the last 
moment...
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THE FOURTH FILM
Liberation of Korea

After a long Japanese oppression, the land operation of the Red Army 
and three landing operations could bring freedom to this country. The 
successful actions of the Soviet troops shocked the Americans. Indeed, 
in 1943, forty thousand US marines, only with great losses, defeated 
the eight thousandth Japanese garrison of Atta, and later a similar story 
occurred with the seizure of Okinawa.

In August 1945, Soviet General Vasily Trushin personally led his men 
to attack the port of Seisin and, counter attacking the four thousandth 
garrison, held the bridgehead  with the forces of one company. 
However, politicians and diplomats were not able to consolidate the 
success of the military. As a result, Korea came to a national tragedy: 
the country was divided into two parts across the 38 parallel.
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